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Kooper, Peter
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Graham, Andrea - last day of maternity leave-2/4/2017- HP745192
Wedderburn, Michelle; Ryan, Anthony
FW: Manchester Arena upcoming Events
The Who Rider Information.doc; Harlem Globetrotters Rider Information.doc;
Boxing Rider Information 8 April 2017.doc

Andrea,
One of the issues that was raised to me by GMP during my time covering the Cl position was the lack of liaison from
us about the key events at the Arena . This has particularly been the case after the boxing events. I therefore had a
meeting with lnsp Rog Worrall and Cl Gareth Parkin I gave them assurances that I would share what information we
had about such events as well as providing a point of contact on the night for their city centre bronze to liaise
with. In addition it was suggested that we could attend the multi-agency meeting on Wednesday afternoons at the
Town Hall Pol station where a multitude of issues are discussed and addressed (they said Michelle used to go) . We
have attended the last 2 and already had some value due to information gleaned about the Corner House
occupation which has prompted today's meeting.
Obviously a matter for you, but this liaison might be something you want to continue now you're back in position .
Many thanks,
Pete.

Peter Kooper
T/Chief Inspector 3712
Manchester District
British Transport Police, J1h Floor, The Peninsula, Victoria Place, Manchester,M4 4FB
Office 01612565113
mobi Ie[~~~~~~~~~~~~ij~~~~~~~~~~~~J
email Peter. Kooper@btp. pnn. police. uk.
www.btp.police.uk

From: Kooper, Peter
Sent: 05 April 2017 09:20
To: 'Matthew Worrell'; Ann.Ferquson@qmp.police.uk
Subject: FW: Manchester Arena upcoming Events
Hi Rog,
Please find attached information regarding forthcoming events at the Arena.
The one event of relevance to yourselves being the Boxing on Saturday. I attended a planning meeting for this on
Monday and can confirm ticket sales are incredibly low with approximately 1000 tickets being given to military
personnel who may or may not choose to attend. The 5500 attendance cited therefore is rather aspirational and we
would expect this to be somewhat lower on the night. The road closures will therefore not be implemented post
event. I am working again on Saturday so please feel free to pass on my number to whoever is your city centre
bronze so I can provide up to date information about the demeanour of the crowd etc.
Many thanks,
Pete
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